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Prof. Abdul Qadir Jafari

IQBAL'S MESSAGE AND HIS PERSIAN POETRY

دو سخن آموخت زطفلیهرچند به ار
با لفظ ذري ساز سخن کرد در اشعار

Allama, Iqbal would have chosen Persian for the expression of the realities of his
conscience because Persian is understood and spoken in most of the countries.
Almost every educated Indian Muslim is acquainted with Persian and Persian is
more topical and fascinating for the expression of philosophical thoughts.
Moreover, it is an important and successful medium for revivalism of superior
Islamic culture and unity of Islam and for making one's thought and ideas for
reaching. One can say that by presenting his philosophical thoughts and sincere
emotions in Persian poetry in a more formal and comprehensive manner, he made
his poetry universal. There maybe objections on his Language and style of
description which can not be denied because for him poetry was not important.
What were really important for him were dawah (invitation to the fold of Islam)
spreading of message and thinking. To him language and poetry were not ends in
themselves. They were merely media. He says.

شاعري زین مثنوي مقصود نیست
بت تراشی بت گري مقصود نیست
هندیم از فارسی بیگانه ام
ماه نو باشم تهی پیمانه ام

Allamah has presented his philosophical thoughts in an exceedingly simple, plain,
racy and meticulous manner. Besides thoughts, he has also presented his feelings

 Ex. Head, Deptt. of Arabic & Persian, University of Allahabad, Allahabad
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and emotions in his poetic lines and has at no place denied to have done so far he
believed that a poetic line did not deserve to be called a poetic line without feelings
and emotions.

حق اگر سوزي ندارد حکمت است
شعر می گردد چو سوز از دل گرفت

For Allamah, blend of the thinking and thoughts with the blood of the heart is an
imperative because "miracle of the art is concerned with the blood of the heart  ۀ

  د      ن    So for the expression of his thoughts in Persian, he would have
done deep and subtle study of the Persian language and literature and would have
surely got benefited by its traditions which had been famous and popular in every
period. His following poetic lines corroborate it.

چون چراغ الل سوزم در خیابان شما
عجم جان من و جان شمااي جوانان 

غوطه ها زد در ضمیر زندگی اندیشه ام
تا بدست آورده ام افکار پنهان شما

He himself writes, in poetry, literature never engaged my attention for I had no time
to devote to the niceties of the art. Rather, my objective has merely been to ma ke
my thoughts revolutionary and keeping in my mind, I try to express the thoughts I
consider useful". He neither desired to be a philosopher nor a poet, rather he
considered himself a preacher of the teachings and propagator of the faith of Islam
and a commentator of a specific system of thinking. He valued and respected such a
literature and art as were instrumental in awakening the man and in providing
courage to him to face and grapple with the problems of life. It is for this reason
that power and energy have got special importance in his thinking, his poetry and in
his fancy of life.
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He says.
به میري گربه تن جانی نداري
اگر جانی به تن داري نه میري

His Persian poetry includes vast subjects. Feelings and emotions ranging from
metaphysics to economic problems and from zeal and enthusiasm to pessimism are
found in it. He spread the message to make the life full of courage and action. His
personality and his poetry are full of optimistic qualities. His Persian works show
abundance of propagating methods besides enthusiasm, freshness of thoughts,
feelings and emotions. Moreover, these put before the readers sensitive, modern
and thought provoking questions.
Iqbal is a poet philosopher, philosopher poet, poet of the East, poet of the mankind
and a poet of Islam meaning that he possesses comprehensive and varied qualities.
These are the distinctions of his intellectual, speculative, and spiritual
developments. His spiritual development in particular continued till the last breath
of his life. His personality has varied aspects. He himself has said.

                 
               

The pinnacle of the multi dimensional developments of his personality were the
end points of Darveshi and acquaintance with the mysteries of life which are hardly
accessible to a man. It is true that.

عمر ها در کعبه و بت خانه می نا لد حیات
تازبزم عشق یک داناي راز آیدبرون

Iqbal's poetry from the very begining till its last is an eternal and Godly massage.
He devoted and dedicated whole of his life in spreading this messaage in newer and
mewer fashions. At last he said.
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ملت بیضا تن و جان الاله
ساز ما را پرده گردان الاله
ال اله سرمایه اسرار ما
پرده بند از شعله اسرار ما

The varied states of mind, message of love, warmth, action and energy found in
Allamah's poetry are the results of his born insight, and the daring he showed in
persuit of taste was perhaps displayed by none. A new kind of poetic beauty came
into being through his religious consciousness which made him reach the perennial
fountains of poetry. His mysterious insight saw that socialism, communism and
nationalism were polluting the human minds. He therefore said.

امدیده حاضر عصر شیشه هايمن درون
ر ها در پیچ و تابآنچنان زهري که ازوي ما

He, therefore, felt forced to protest against this. His poetry is full of propagating
passion, vastness and depth and in it are found varied facets of propagation. His
style of description and expression has varied hues and colours. Some time it is
direct while at other times it is demagoguery and some time it is in the form of
acceptable euology. His works have specific mood and temper as well as unique
diction, vocabulary and inclusion of sensitive experiences. It needs no emphasis
that the basic source of Allamah's thinking lies in the thoughts of eastern thinkers
and western philosophers and that he extracted various elements from different
eastern and western sources for his literary accomplishments. But the truth remains
that the ultimate standard of his thinking was one which accorded with the Islamic
values of life. He says.

دین ازو حکمت ازو آئین ازو
زور ازو قوت ازو تمکین ازو
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It is for this reason that before one focuses attention upon his works, a study of the
realities of Islam is an imperative. The Quran and Islam play meaningful and
effective roles in the making of his system of values because the Quran is not only a
book of life but it offers solution to the economic and social problems of man also.
Iqbal, therefore, invited the people of the West also to practice, over the commands
and injunctions of the Quran. He did so through his works for the simple reason that
it is only the Quran which offers such a system which is free from every kind of
blemishes and inefficiencies. Iqbal visualised only such a kind of society. He
believed that communism, democracy and socialism were not able to produce such
a society. He had a vision for such a society as ensured that everyone in that
practices over high human values. He believed that the nations have reached the
destinations of progress and development not by democracy but through the help of
perfect man. He reached the conclusion that the backwardness of the East and its
miserable condition were the consequences of its outdated thoughts and
impractical behaviour and the west was approaching its death due to its irreligious
thoughts. He therefore, said about both.

شام و عراق و هند و پارس خوبه نبات کرده اند
رزو بدهخوبه نبات کرده را تلخی آ

یورپ از شمشیر خود بسمل فتاد
زیر گردون رسم ال دینی نهاد
مشکالت حضرت انسان ازوست
آدمیت را غم پنهان ازوست

For Iqbal, the status of Europe was as expressed in the words of Adib Brumand.
افرنگی جابر نبود قابل تقلید
کو خیره و بی شرم و وقار است و سبکسار
از جابر افرنگی آلوده سروپاي
نا ید بجز افسونگري و فتنه و آزار
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The system of philosophy which he brought forth for the reform of the society has
its basis in some important ideas and visions in which Khudi and action have
central importance while ideas absent love, intellect, Sufism, disinterestedness
towards Western Culture, constant action and struggle have been stressed and
emphasised upon. An ideal muslim is the vision which renders philosophy and
poetic lines of Iqbal stable and luminous. Iqbal bases the objective of life upon the
self consciousness of man meaning that man should make his Khudi himself and to
achieve such an objective, all of his attention should be devoted to himself only so
that he could progressively gain proximity to his real creator by passing through
various stages of self development. He has termed it as ’’    ‘‘ .He says.

نظربه خویش فروبسته را نشان این است
دگر سخن نه سراید ز غائب و موجود

He presented his philosophy of Khudi by examining the views of the great sufi
saints in the light of the Quran. His philosophy brings forth the Quranic objectives
and is an exposition and elaboration of the Quranic Concept of رض  ا and     ا

رض   ا (man as successor of Allah on earth) what he calls Khudi is in reality the
latest and potential power and energy of man and the only source of its progress
and energy is action. He considers movement and action of life while calm and
stagnation and death. He believes that Khudi gets its energy the time when it is
faced with human desires. It interweaves it with itself and takes it under its
subordination. Keeping the Quranic line ۃ   ا  و     ا    آ ر in view, Allamah
terms the attempt to get acquainted with Allah by renouncing the world as non
Islamic and preaches us the slogan ر ن    ن  ر as the objective of life.
He says.

تفقرمومن چیست تسخیر حیا
بنده از تاثیر او موال صفات
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Fiqr has got fundamental importance in the thinking system of Iqbal. Righteous
action is indispensable for attainment of goal so that the potentialities of life could
be revealed. We get at every step of his culture of philosophy the teaching of
encouraging and promoting man's individual and collective power of action. He
invited man to get acquainted with the mysteries of the natural world as well as of
the world of human desires because man's progress and perfection are not possible
without the aforementioned two aspects. Iqbal says.

ضرب قلندري بیار سد سکندري شکن
کن رونق سامري شکنهرسم کلیم تاز

Almost all of his wise and visionary ideas are found in Asrar-e-Khudi and Rumuz-
e-Bekhudi and upon these lie the foundation of his Persian Poetry. It will not be
improper if one says that both of the aforementioned mathnavis are no poetic
accomplishments, rather they are arranged or formal writings م   and are
more important and instrumental for understanding the basic ideas of Iqbal because
in them are described the thoughts and ideas of Iqbal with more exposition, detail
and philosophical comprehensiveness. There are poetic beauties less in Asrar-e-
Khudi and more in Rumuz-e-Bekhudi which can not be given more importance
than more formal poetic lines meaning that in them we get impressed with the
depth and visions of Iqbal and get convinced more of the power and greatness of
his thoughts. But the picture is different in his works like Payam-e-Mashriq,
Zabur-e-Ajam, Javed Nameh, and Pas che Bayad Kard etc. These are replete with
the descriptions of ان  و  و and he has sung their songs in newer and newer
fashions. For him, love is a universal power which is the evidence of the
developments of life. He presents its vastness and mysterious potentialities in a
exceedingly expository fashion. He says.
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دانم که نگاه او ظرف همه کس بیند
کرده است مرا ساقی از عشوه و ایما مست
مینا است که فاران است؟ یارب چه مقام است این
هر ذره خاك من چشمی است تماشا مست

In Allamah's works both romantic and awe-inspiring elements are found with
equal vehemence. He says.

دلبري بی قاهري جادوگري است
دلبري با قاهري پیغمبري است

A study of Allamah's works clearly reveals that the greatest source of his literary
accomplishments are the learning of Quran and the Sunnah of Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH). Prophet Muhammad was for him an ideal. He says.

شبی پیش خدا بگریستم زار
مسلمانان چرا زا رند و خوارند
ندا آمد نمی دانی که این قوم
دلی دا رند و محبوبی ندارند

As has been mentioned earlier, Allamah's Persian poetry can not be viewed as
separated from his religious intuition, style of thinking and fundamental principles.
According to contemporary demands, he has expressed his thought in the light of
Quran in a manner bringing forth ample of evidences and proofs. His poetic lines
are the commentary on Quran to a large extent which will continue to show the
man-kind the path of guidance. Famous poet and literateur Adib Brammand has
rightly said about Allamah.

او پیروي مکتب اسالم کند نیک
وز مبعث این کیش بود کاشف اسرار
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If due to prejudices and narrow mindedness
some one says that the Islamic view point is
limited and local then surely ideas about
universe is not much more than restricted and
limited points of view.

What is meant to say is that Allama's Persian poetry is a deep ocean in which there
are abundance of points which are untraced so far and demand enquiry and
investigation. Probably only Allamah enjoys the dimensional vastness of life.
At last, it is also mentionable that his Persian poetry has specific styles of thinking
and description. He established a great tradition by rendering the modern ideas into
the old and popular standards of Persian poetry. Whatever differences he might
have with Hafiz, he had nevertheless great respect for him and had proximity to him
from literary and artistic points of view. At most places of his works, there are
descriptions of Hafiz's radif, qafiyah and auzan etc. Specific qualities of Iqbal are
his enthusiastic style of description and his mysterious manner of writing. Because
of these, his works are replete with a particular kind of power and energy. In his
works, there is hidden a passionate power; Rhetorics are not lifeless in his works,
rather with the help of them, he always produces new subjects in an exceedingly
fascinating fashion and makes the readers the reminences of the past.
Though it is true that Iqbal did no new experiment in forms and varied types of
writing like his contemporary Iranian poets yet he made considerable change in
poetic ideas. For example, he considered maqta and takhallus unnecessary in
Ghazals and rejected them. Ghazal and Qita were specific to amatory subjects.
Allamah included new subjects and topics in them. What is meant to say is that he
kept making changes in every kind of writing according to his style and necessity.
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In short, at every place in his works, there are novelty and freshness and these are in
reality the distinctive characters of his poetry. The poetic lines of the famous poet,
of Iran, Kazim Rajvi, are reflective of the personality and poetry of Allamah Iqbal.
He says:

شاعري کز گفته اش بر ملت خود جان دمید
برد بر اوج ثریا پایه اقبال او
بر گروه خود شناسانید زاسرار خودي
آنچه پنهان است اندر جوهر فعال او
وز رمو ز بی خودي آموخت بر بیگانگان
راه و رسم آشناي با زبان حال او
از پیام شرق او دنیاي مشرق جان گرفت

شرق اقوال اوتا فت خورشید رشاد از م
وز نداي پس چه باید کرد اي اقوام شرق
شرق را بنمود راه عزت و اجالل او
کرد از جاوید نامه نام خود را جاودان
جاودان مانند آري جاودان امثال او
با زبور وي که از نام عجم زیور گرفت
تازه شد جان جهان از نام فرخ قال او
واله و شیداي حسن زبان فارسی است

این شاهد شعر است و خط و خال اوفتنه
او پیرويۀشاعران را بایداز اندیش

تا ببار آید ز اقوالش همه افعال او
گفت اقبا ل اي بسا شاعر که بعد از مرگ زاد
این سخن حق است در حق وي و ابدال او
بحث ارچه بس شائسته تفصیل بود
لیک من بس کردم از آن برهمین اجمال بود

***
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ABSTRACT:
Mawlānā Jalal al-Din Rūmī (1206-1273) and Sir Muhammad Iqbāl
(1877-1938) represent various common factors of Iranio-Indian
heritage featuring philosophy, history, culture, literature, poetry, art,
craft, architecture, mysticism and other segments of human life.Both
Rūmī and Iqbāl have developed their philosophico-religious systems
cynosuring on human personality in all its multidimensional glory
and splendour. In our present article, an attempt has been made to
present the most important and central theme of their philosophies
namely the conception of Love (‘Ishq) and its spectacular role in the
Divine and Human life. However, this element branches off into
other fundamental issues of philosophy like the nature of God, soul,
freedom, world, and relation of man-to-man and to the Divinity. We
will not discuss all the issues here but concentrate on their
conception ofLove, which will briefly cover mostly all the
mentioned concepts.

Key Words:Love, ‘Ishq, Divine, Human, Rūmī, Iqbāl, Persian,
‘Dīwān,Plato,Maṯhnawī.
PART-I. RŪMĪ’SCONCEPTION OF LOVE:
Mawlānā Jalal al-Din Rūmī was brought up in Persian cultural
tradition where Islāmic teachings germinated in every field of life
and enriched mystical tendencies of the Persians. Humanist values
covered the entire spectrum of Rūmī’s vision that culminated in the
form of Maṯhnawī and Dīwān i-Shams Tabriz.

Jalal al-Din Rūmī is one of the greatest Persian mystic poets,
arguably as well as plausibly, the greatest mystic of them all across
history and global cultures and creative narratives. His enchaining
poetry in ‘Dīwān-i-Shams Tabriz’ bring out the creative splendour
and spiritual plenitude of the man at its’ highest. His Magnum
Opus,Maṯhnawī (odes) has been described as ‘enchanted wine
poured from the Holy Grail.’ In the Islāmic world, he is held in the
highest esteem not only as a literary figure but as a Sufi-poet and
philosopher who founded the Mevlevi order of Dervishes. However,
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the relevance of his poetico-philosophical message reached far
beyond the bounds of Islām and his teachings became universal in
their spiritual profundity and timeless in their appeal and grandeur.

Apart from the Maṯhnawī, and Dīwāni-Shams Tabriz
(collection of poems) he also penned Fihi-Ma-Fih (a collection of
mystical sayings). However, it is the Maṯhnawī itself that has largely
brought out and transmitted Rūmī's poetic profundities and
philosophical densities. Soon after its completion, other scholars
started writing detailed commentaries on it with a view to
interpreting its rich propositions on Tasawwuf, Metaphysics,
Epistemology, Aesthetics, and Ethics. Several commentaries in
different languages have been written since and Rūmī’s art and
thought have become a source of inspiration for the entire
generations belonging to various cultures across the globe.

Rūmī is an exceptionally gifted person whose intellectual
endeavours are as powerful and impressive as his deep spiritual
insights. The real reason why his Maṯhnawī has been a continuous
source of inspiration to the people of diverse faiths and tastes is that
it approaches the basic problems of religion from the psychological
point of view. His attitude is not of a scholar of an analytical
intellect who analyzes Reality and presents it piecemeal. Rather, he
enters into the very heart of Reality, feels the throbs of its heartbeat
and communicates the personally negotiated living experience. In
fact, Rūmī’s sympathetic and intuitive approach is what
distinguishes him from the purely philosophical thinkers and other
Gnostics. One important feature in Rūmī’s thought is that in spite of
his basic mystic approach to Reality sometimes denouncing Reason
in favour of Intuition or Love, his Magnum Opus, the Maṯhnawī, is
not the product of pure and unalloyed mysticism. In fact, the
manifold aspects of the cultural traditions of Muslims are illustrated
across its six volumes. Various other religio-mystical and socio-
cultural philosophies have also been woven in the thought of Rūmī.
However, the Islāmic spirit remains intact throughout the massive
volumes of Rūmī’s contributions.  In fact, his Maṯhnawī harmonizes
diversities of faiths and cultures and transcends differences and
contradictions by a fine recourse to a creative synthesis:

We meet here the flower of Hellenistic thought, as
influenced and moulded by the pre-Greek thought-currents
of Babylonia and Egypt, of Judaism and Zoroastrianism.
The scholastic philosophy of Philo, the illuminative
mysticism of Plotinus and his followers, the Hellenistic
interpretation of Christianity, the mystic experiences of a
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host of Christian and Gnostic hermits are all found here
beautifully woven into the texture of a system of thought,
which is from beginning to end purely Islāmic.1

Rūmī believes that the Perfect Man(Mard-i-Kāmil) is the medium
through which God sees Himself and His creatures. It is man’s
spiritual self and deep love through which he is able to guide
humankind and make use of other creatures according to God’s
commandments.

Love is the motive force in the mystical philosophy of Rūmī.
However, he himself unable to define the secret essence of love and
openly says that any attempt to define it is as baffling as to define
life itself. Both ‘Love’ and ‘Life’ are indefinable. For Rūmī love is
not ‘logic’ but like ‘music’, which may be a partial medium of its
expression. As love appears to be paradoxical in its nature, so is the
‘music’, which is its vehicle and it also becomes paradoxical. For
Rūmī, love is the greatest mystery of life and music is the grab in
which it symbolizes itself in the cosmological world. Rūmī says:

There is a secret in the melody of the flute which

It divulged would upset the scheme of things.2

In the humanist value-system, Rūmī’s philosophy of Love has it’san
intrinsic and pivotal role. He firmly believes that in the onto-
cosmological world there is a ‘purpose’ to understand, realize and
appreciate. Therefore, his metaphysics, epistemology, mysticism,
axiology, and evolution all are rooted in his teleological framework.
This universe is grounded in teleology. One cannot apprehend the
Ultimate Being or Reality through sense-experience, reason and
other categories of understanding. However, it is love or Intuition
through which the Ultimate Reality can be realized. In this way,
intuition, Eros or Love can be the single operative principle, which
may finally be responsible for the realization and fulfillment of God
and His Mission.

1 Hakim, K.A., The Metaphysic of Rūmī, (Institute of Islāmic Culture, Lahore,1959), p.iii
(Foreword, B.A. Dar).

2Ibid., p. 44.
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Rūmī’s conception of love has an echo with the Platonic
theory of Love, although there is some difference in the approaches.
Like Plato, Rūmī’s version of love is not utilitarian. However, it is
the intellect (‘aql) which takes its operative step but after proper
consideration of profit and loss. Love is above all considerations of
any sort of interest and therefore, it is opposed to the rationalization
of any selfish term. Love is an end in itself and hence, does not ask
a question like ‘why’ and ‘how’. It may be termed as a Divine
Madness, but a unique kind of Madness, which only sees the Will
and Beauty of the Supreme Reality:

How should Reason wend the way of despair?

Tis Love that runs on its head in that direction.

Love is reckless, not Reason: Reason seeks that from which it may get
some profit.

Neither do they put God to any test, nor do they work at the door of
any profit or loss.

(Maṯhnawī ,vi, 1966-67 and 1974).

Like Plato, Rūmī also maintains that love is always longing and a
search of the Beautiful and the Beautiful alone is worthy of our love.
Rūmī operating in the monotheistic world-view of Islām emphasizes
that Perfect and Eternal Beauty belongs to Allah and all that is
beautiful in the phenomenal world is only a passing reflection of the
Eternal Beauty of Allah and is related to Allah as sunlight is related
to Sun. However, love is also the ultimate principle of unification
and assimilation. Factually, the ultimate cosmological principle, the
principle of the genesis and evolution of the world:

If there had not been love, how should there have been existence?

How should bread have attended itself to you and become
(assimilated to) you?
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The bread became you: through what? Through (your) love and
appetite, otherwise,

How should the bread have had any access to the (vital) spirit?

Love makes the dead bread into the spirit: it makes the spirit that
was perishable everlasting.3

However, Plato, being a rationalist, believed that Reason is capable
of knowing the ground of being. In fact, Reason for Plato was
identical with the Ultimate Reality. Therefore, there was nothing
that could be beyond the domain of reason. The Eternal Beauty for
Plato was equivalent to the Eternal Truth. In any way, Plato’s God
either as Supreme Beauty or Supreme Truth or Supermen Goodness
or Supreme Being is an Impersonal Idea and there is nothing
personal about Him. He is in the Ideal Realm and beyond the ken of
worship or admiration. Hence, the intrinsic Love has only an
instrumental role to the realization of Truth. In the final analysis, the
Eros of Plato is nothing but Spinoza’s Intellectual love of God.4

Again, like Plato, Rūmī does not believe that the secret
ground of being can be known through ‘reason’. The Ultimate
Reality is beyond the grasp of the categories of understanding even
in the Kantian sense. God and the human soul are ultra-rational.
Reason can only guide us or orientate us towards a realization of
God and self but it cannot explain the relationship between God and
the soul:5

There is a union beyond description or analogy

Between the Lord of Man and the Spirit of Man.

No created being is unconnected with Him:

That connection, O uncle, is indescribable.

Because in the spirit there is no separating and uniting,

3Nicholson, R.A., Maṯhnawī of Jalaluddin Rūmī, (Text, Translation and Commentary,
E.J.W. Gibb Memorial New Series), Book V, v-2012-14.

4 Hakim, K.A., op.cit., p.48.
5 Nicholson, Maṯhnawī of Jalaluddin Rūmī,op.cit., Books IV,v-760,3695-96 and 3699.
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While (our) thought cannot think except for separating and
uniting.

How should the intellect find a way to this connection?

This intellect is in bondage to separation and union.

We must know that Rūmī is not a systematic metaphysician or
epistemologist in a strict sense. He is rather a teleologist and an
evolutionist. Therefore, he does not forward any theory of truth or
knowledge as such. However, as a thoroughly teleological seer, he
concentrates on understanding Life through organic assimilation and
growth. When the inorganic matter dies unto itself, it becomes
organic and lives a higher life in the plant. When the plant dies unto
itself, it is exalted into still higher life in the animal. The entire
evolutionary process illustrates the principle of dying to live. In fact,
the evolutionary process also vindicates the paradox of love in the
sense that in it by giving, we take and by dying, we live. Thus, in the
context of love Fanā and baqā take self’s place:

Rūmī finds the principle of growth and development through
the organic power of assimilation as the highest principle of
explanation. Although true to his anti-intellectual metaphysics, he
admits the impossibility of explaining the connection and the
interaction of body and soul in terms of spatial contact and physical
causation, yet he untiringly points to the miraculous power to
transformation which we can see everywhere in Nature. The
mechanism may try to explain phenomena by the principle of
identity of cause and effect but Mechanism is an extremely partial
abstraction from the Real. Reality presents to us nothing but
qualitative transformation, fuel turning into fire and bread turning
into life and consciousness point to the incommensurability of the
cause and the effect. The ‘how’ of it may not be intelligible but the
fact itself is so evident and incontrovertible that for unsophisticated
consciousness it hardly requires any proof. Now Rūmī pushes the
analogy further and asks us if it is not justifiable to believe that
something like the principle that holds good in the evolution from
man to matter should hold good further up from man to the all-
embracing spiritual organism – God.6

Rūmī maintains that the dualism of the subject and the object
can never be overcome by the reason. It can never find a thread of

6 Hakim, K.A., op.cit., pp.48-50.
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unity running through the multiplicity of the phenomena. Reason by
its very nature is compelled to split reality into two: (1) to analyse,
dissect and (2) to separate. However, it does not know how to unify
the phenomena it splits piecemeal. Reason (‘aql) is a principle of
differentiation and separation. On the other hand, Love (‘Ishq) is the
principle of assimilation and homogeneity. The reason is analytical
and comparative whereas Reality transcends all contradictions and
all relations and therefore reason is utterly incompetent to grasp the
Reality in its Wholeness.

MawlānāRūmīpossesses a deep visionary quality and
therefore he astonishingly presages the epistemological and
methodological orientations, perplexities and paradoxes espoused or
appropriated by Contemporary European Philosophers. He is aware
of the limitations of both reason and language. While it can never be
conclusively clinched as to whether language is a function of reason
or reason is a function of language, Rūmī seems to be categorically
cognizant of the limitations of both reason and language. Reason
and language are mutually reinforcing and operating in mutuality of
cause and effect. Reason without language and language without
reason can in no way be operating in the countless contexts of life
and world. However, Rūmī’s contention is that life in its immediacy
can only be lived and felt but not described. Being and life are
essentially untranslatable into a language. We are essentially caught
into the vortex of incommunicability. Language can have a
commercial or pragmatic value. However, it is opaque to an
understanding and expression of metaphysical and spiritual verities
of life and world. Rūmī, therefore, longs for something uniquely
communicative medium, an alternative mode of expression,
understanding, interpretation, and articulation:

Would that Being had a tongue, that it might remove the veils
from existent beings.

O breath of (phenomenal) existence, whatsoever words thou
mayest utter, know that thereby thou hast bound another veil

upon it (the mystery).
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That utterance and (that) state (of existence) are the bane of
spiritual perception; to wash away blood with blood is absurd,

absurd.7

In reality, Rūmī is a Sufi-philosopher of the highest sophistication.
He is perfectly aware of the limitations of sense-experience, reason,
and language or normal modes of understanding, explanation, and
interpretation. Simultaneously, he is alive to the fact that intuitive
understanding of knowledge, truth, and reality depend upon the
authenticity of the man of intuition or man of vision. All systems of
philosophy and all organized religions cannot vouchsafe to us
objectively as to what knowledge, truth, and reality are. It is only the
man of intuition or the man of love who is the standard-bearer of
knowledge, truth, and reality. Rūmī’s conception of truth here
strikingly resembles with that of Kierkegaardian dictum; “Truth is
subjectivity and subjectivity is the truth”. Rūmī says that whatsoever
the man of love speaks, the scent of love springs from his mouth
into the abode of love. Even the doubt of the man of love has the
scent of certainty. The infidelity of a ‘Āshiq (a man of love) has the
scent of true religion. Even is falsehood seems like the truth.8 Love
is a fire that consumes all difficulties. The only muzzle for doubt is
love; otherwise, the temptations of doubt are unstoppable.

Rūmī points out that reason, indulging in self-importance or
ignorance, tries to do what cannot rightfully be done by it. It is
potentially a dangerous instrument at the disposal of man. It has the
potential to lead us astray. Reason has its own merits but unless it is
supplemented with (by) intuition or Love or Faith, it can misdirect
us. It is very important that reason recognizes its limitations.9

Rūmī believes that our logical and intellectual powers are
limited. Our transformation is possible only through inspiration,
revelation and divine grace. It is through divine grace that we attain
an entirely different perspective on the world. A revelatory message
is really revolutionizing. Historically speaking, men of learning and
intelligence have not inspired humankind to great struggles. Even
the most powerful kings have not brought about any great change in
the annals of history. Prophets have brought about the real historical
breakthroughs without formal knowledge and political authority.
They captured the hearts of men and inspired them to great

7 Nicholson, R.A., Maṯhnawī of Jalaluddin Rūmī,op.cit.,Books III,v-4725-27.
8 Hakim, K.A., op.cit., pp.55-6.
9Iqbāl, Afzal, Life and Works of Rūmī, (KitabBhawan, New Delhi, 1956 rep.2003),

p.196.
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achievements. Rūmī has brought out this idea in the following
couplets:

The myriads of pharaoh’s lances were shattered by (the hand of)
Moses (armed) with a single staff.

Myriads were the therapeutic arts of Galen;

Before Jesus and his (life-giving) breathe, they were a laughing
stock.10

Generally, the Sufis believe that man in his innermost Essence is
always divine. The Spirit of God is the Essence of his soul. When a
man realizes his divinity, he realizes his ideal self and becomes the
source of infinite power and knowledge. He became the Perfect Man
or Ideal Man. Rūmī’s Ideal Man substantially accords with the Ideal
Man conceptualized and glorified by the Sufis.

Consequently, the Ideal Man’s heart is the throne of God and
his intellect the pen of Destiny. His should is the Preserved Tablet.
He lives in God, knows like God and works like God. Every
realized soul is like Christ, the spirit of God.11

The souls in their origin are possessors of the life-giving breath of
Christ;

At one moment, they are the wound and at another moment,

they themselves are the healing (ointment);

If the veil were lifted from the souls,

Every soul would say: “I am Messiah.”
A true Sufi believes that the virtues which men attain through their
self-surrender—patience, gratitude, trust in God, love for God, and
for their fellow-creatures—are the fruits of Divine Grace which they

10 Nicholson, R.A., Maṯhnawī of Jalaluddin Rūmī,op.cit.,Book I,v-527-29.
11Ibid., Book I,v-1598-99.
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receive12 from their beloved—God. In real sense, the activity of the
saint is the activity of God Himself living in him. The same
conception of an Authentic Manhas been explored by AllāmahIqbāl
when he,in hisBāl-i-Jibrīl in a long poem: Masjid-i-Qartabah,he
says:13

‘The hand of Mo’min (Perfect Man) is the hand of God;

His hand is dominant creator and solver of the problems and doer of
the work.

Although is made of dust, his foundation is light;

He is God’s servant, but he possesses the attributes of God.

The ‘Āshiq (Man of Love) has within himself an ultra-rational and a
super-sensuous source of knowledge to which access is possible not
through contemplation but through purification of the heart from all
that is ungodly,14 is a firm conviction of the Sufis and Rūmī repeats
it in the Maṯhnawī with a wealth of illustrations:

“That (saying), he sees by the light of God” is not vain;
The Divine light rives the sky asunder.

To the eye of Adam that saw with Pure Light

The life and secret of Names were revealed.

12Sidney Spencer, Mysticism in World Religion, (George Allen and Un win, London,
1963), p.309.
13Kulliyāt-i-Iqbāl, (Urdū Collection), (Aligarh Book Depo, Aligarh (India), 1975).p. 389.
14 Hakim, K.A., op.cit., p.99.
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Intelligence consists of two bits of intelligences:

The former is the acquired one which you learn, like a boy at school.

The other intelligence is the gift of God:

Its fountain is in the midst of the soul.

The Sufi’s book is not (composed of) ink and letters:
It is naught but a heart white as snow.

Whosoever has a door opened in his breast

Can see a Sun in every atom.

He who has an expressionless and clear breast

Becomes a mirror for the impressions of the Unseen.15

Rūmī, like Plato, makes a distinction between opinion, knowledge,
and certainty. Knowledge is superior to an opinion but inferior to
certainty. Our knowledge seeks certainty and once we attain
certainty we seek knowledge leading to vision. Vision is to a
certainty what fancy is to opinion.16

Following the Qur’ānic verses, Rūmī talks of knowledge of
certainty (‘ilm al-yaqin), the vision of certainty (Ainu al- yaqin) and
Reality of certainty or Absolute certainty (Haq al-yaqin). Take, for
example, our knowledge of fire. One can become knowledgeable
about fire by listening to its various physical and chemical
properties. One can read books on fire or oneself write hundreds of
pages on various aspects of fire. However, it is one thing to become
a professor or scholar of multiple characteristics of fire, it is another
thing to actually get burnt into the fire.

Rūmī exhorts us that if we want real certainty or absolute
certainty about fire and its various qualities, we must be actually
having a first-hand experience of burning into the fire. Similarly,
propositional knowledge about what is Ultimately Real can never
satisfy our innate quest for certainty. We will have to actually burn
into the fire of Love of God with a view to realizing God beyond
any shadow of a doubt. Such certainty cannot be propositional or
rational. Such certainty can be obtained in the presence of the
Ultimate Splendour and Beatitude of Reality.17

15 Nicholson, R.A., Maṯhnawī of Jalaluddin Rūmī,op.cit.,Books IV,v-3400; I,v-1246;
IV,v-1960 and 1964; II,v-159; and Hakim, K.A., op.cit., pp.99-100.

16 Nicholson, R.A., op.cit.,Book III,v-4120-25.
17Ibid., Book,V-1859-61.
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For a‘Āshiq of God, knowledge of God is essential, but
knowledge is not possible only through cognitive faculties. Man
needs divine inspiration. The Qur’ān has repeatedly emphasized
upon us to realize God through spiritual faculties breathed into us at
the very moment of our creation. Thus, Rūmī agrees with the
Muslim epistemological tradition that knowledge is both innate and
acquired. However, the vision of Reality can be vouchsafed to us
through intuition or Love inspired by Divine spirit. In fact, for
Rūmī, the valid source of all art and thought is the Divine Spirit and
Grace. Now let us discuss Iqbāl’s view on Love.
PART-II. IQBĀL’SCONCEPTION OF LOVE:
AllāmahIqbālrepresents various common factors of Iranio-Indian
heritage featuring both the Eastern and Western philosophical
systems. He has worked out one of the most powerful critiques of
rationalism in contemporary world philosophy. Conversely, he is
also one of the most powerful advocates of the constructive and
creative role of ‘Love’ (‘Ishq) or ‘intuition’ through which the
Reality can be apprehended as a whole.

Iqbāl, like his spiritual mentor Rūmī, does not deny the
importance of reason in human life. However, he does not believe in
the purely speculative philosophy as advocated by the Ancient
Greeks or medieval Muslims or modern Europeans. He is of the
opinion that mere speculation can neither provide one sufficient
means for understanding the concrete world nor is it serviceable in
giving one any definite knowledge of the Ultimate Reality.

Kant, while examining the competence of pure reason,
concludes that reason or intellect does not provide one sufficient
grounds, which could establish the validity of metaphysical entities.
Kant reconciles empiricism and rationalism and attempts to bridge
the gulf between the two. He avers that knowledge gained through
reason is determined by space and time. For Kant, there are (a)
Noumena — things in themselves and, (b) Phenomena — things as
they appear to one. However, his view is that one can only see
things in space, but what they are in themselves one does not know.

However, Iqbāl does not accept Kant’s conclusion that
indicates that all human knowledge is limited to phenomena (i.e.
things as they appear). He goes further from Kant and maintains that
knowledge of Ultimate Reality is possible, as already mentioned,
through intuition. Iqbāl points out in his Reconstruction that,
“Kant’s view of the thing in itself and the thing as it appears to us
very much determined the character of his question regarding the
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possibility of metaphysics.”18It is essential to point out here that
Iqbāl took his inspiration from modern philosophy, which has been,
especially since Kant, essentially empirical in character. Iqbāl, like
Rūmī, accepts the important role of reason (‘aql) in daily life and
points out that “the spirit of Islām too is essentially empirical. The
world is real andit is not a mere passing show. Experience is a
necessary source of knowledge. Islām laid emphasis on experience
long before modern sciences learned to do so.”19Because of being
fully equipped with a free personality and in active contact with the
Ultimate Reality, a man sets out on his career of unlimited
development and conquest, which, in its very essence, is the source
of his knowledge and creative skill. Iqbāl, for all this, refuses to
remain content with mere passive knowledge. He insists on the
importance of creative activity in the life of man and holds that
intellect has been evolved for the service of action (‘amal). He has
emphatically expressed the belief that knowledge, divorced from
activity, is apt to become dead and superficial.20 So, to Iqbāl, reason
or intellect is the means of knowing the reality piecemeal, while its
higher form, which Bergson rightly calls, ‘intuition’–can apprehend
the reality as a whole. Iqbāl admires Ghazālī who held the same
view regarding the way of apprehending the Reality.

Iqbāl, as we have mentioned before, does not deny the role of
the reason so for far as the normal level of experience or cognition is
concerned. What he does not agree with is that “the normal level is
the only level of knowledge-yielding experience.”21 Talking about
the relationship of philosophy and religion, he points out that they
are not opposed to each other: “Nor is there any reason to suppose
that ‘thought’ and intuition’ are essentially opposed to each other.
They spring up from the same root and complement each other. The
one grasps Reality piecemeal, the other grasps it in its wholeness.
The one fixes its gaze on the eternal, the other on the temporal
aspect of Reality.”22

18Iqbāl, M., The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islām, (Shaikh M. Ashraf,
Lahore, 1944),pp. 182-3.
19Enwer, ‘Ishrat H., Metaphysics of Iqbāl, (Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, Lahore, 1995), p. 2.
20 K.G. Saiyidian, Iqbāl’s Educational Philosophy,(Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, Lahore,

1942), p. 90.
21 Iqbāl, M., The Reconstruction,op.cit., p. 182.
22Ibid.,pp. 2-3.
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Again, Iqbāl thinks that ‘though intellect is also intuition and
is not unfamiliar with the taste of vision: yet this poor intellect does
not possess that adventurous spirit which is possessed by Intuition.’
23 He says:

Moreover, in his JāwidNāmah,Iqbāl holds:

‘Man’s knowledge will invade
All space, his love will claim the Infinite.’24

In a word, one can say that according to Iqbāl, the reason is merely a
light of path but not the destination for the Ideal Man (Mu’min).For
Iqbāl, the higher form of reason or intellect is ‘Intuition’ or ‘Love’.
In his poetic language, he refers to Love as ‘Ishq’ “He reverts to this
theme-the relationship of intellect or Khabar to Intuition which in
his poetry as well as in his Lectures he variously calls ‘Ishq or
Nazar,”25 which runs throughout his work. For Iqbāl the notions of
‘intuition’ and ‘love’ are so intimately related as to be near identical.

Iqbāl maintains that Intuition (‘Ishq) or Love is the only
higher level of experience through which one apprehends and
associates directly with Reality in its unique wholeness as it reveals
itself to the human mind in an intuitive flash. Only at this level,
Iqbāl emphatically asserts, ‘metaphysics is possible,’ He rejects the
Kantian notion that ‘metaphysics is not possible.’ Intuition,
according to Iqbāl, is a unique experience, an experience of its own
kind. It is other than perception and it is also other than thought. He
says, “In intuition, we transcend the limitations of both. It reveals to
us a reality which is grasped neither by perception nor by
thought.”26

All the Eastern poets and mystics call Intuition or direct love
as the perception by ‘heart’, through which one arrives at
metaphysical truth. “In the interest of securing a complete vision of
Reality, therefore, sense perception must be supplemented by the

23 Kazmi, S. Latif H., op.cit., p.23.
24Diwan-i-Iqbāl Lāhorī,(Intishārāt-i-Pagah, Tehran, Iran, 1361 (Shamsi).p.317,(tr. Sh. M.
Ahmad,p. 7).
25 K.G.Saiyidian, op.cit., p. 91.
26Enwer, I.H., op.cit., p. 16.
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perception of what the Qur’ān describes as ‘Fuad’, or ‘Qalb’ i.e.
heart.”27Iqbāl accepts the importance of the intellect in worldly
matters and thinks that it rules all over the kingdom of God, and yet
he holds that the ‘heart’ demands something more and is not
satisfied with this.

Pointing out the uniqueness of the ‘heart’, Iqbāl refers to the
Qur’ānic text which says the God has bestowed on man “‘hearing’
and ‘seeing’ and ‘heart’.”28Again, he explains the conception of
‘heart’ with reference to MawlānāRūmī, in the following words:

The ‘heart’ is a kind of inner intuition or insight,
which in the beautiful words of Rūmī, feeds on the
rays of the sun and brings us into contact with that
aspect of reality other than those open to sense
perception. It is, according to the Qur’ān, something,
which ‘sees’ and its reports, if properly interpreted,
are never false.29

MawlānāRūmī, as mentioned above, regards ‘Love’ as the mode of
knowledge of Reality. It is also a metaphysical principle identical
with the formidable surge of life and the creative urge unfolding
itself in the objective world. In this way, Rūmī’s epistemology is
inseparable from his cosmology which is evolutionary in its modish
character. Iqbāl was deeply influenced by MawlānāRūmī’s
philosophy and, therefore, his evolutionism grew out of his (Rūmī’s)
metaphysical outlook. That is why; it is not possible to separate
Iqbāl’s epistemology from his cosmology.

Rūmī contrasts Intuition or Love (‘Ishq) with reason or
intellect, proclaiming, “the latter cannot bring to open relief the real
bonds which connect the individuals….This intellect is in bondage
to separation and union.”30 Further, because of the fact that reason
only analyses and divides, therefore, it is quite incapable of
perceiving the bonds of organic union and process of growth. Iqbāl
also points out that it is only ‘Love’ or ‘Ishq’ which goes beyond the
limitations or reason and helps one penetrate to the innermost
recesses of the sanctum sanctorum to which intellect has no access.

27 Iqbāl, M., The Reconstruction,op.cit., p. 15.
28Al-Qur’ān, 32:6-8 (cf. Iqbāl, M., The Reconstruction,op.cit., p. 15).
29 Iqbāl, M., The Reconstruction,op.cit.,pp. 15-6.
30 Hafeez Malik, ,op.cit., p.238.
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Iqbāl has made a bold attempt to present a clear-cut contrast
between Reason and Love or Intuition and emphasizes their role in
physical phenomena and metaphysics. Everywhere in his writings,
especially in his poetry, one finds him using the words: ‘Intellect’,
‘Heart’, ‘Ego’ or ‘self’, ‘Life’ and ‘Love’ or ‘Faith’ in their broad
senses. Professor Nicholson elucidates Iqbāl’s notion of ‘Ishq’ in the
Introduction to The Secrets of the Self in the following words:

The Ego is fortified by Love (‘Ishq). This word is used in a
very wide sense and means the desire to assimilate, to
absorb. Its highest form is the creation of values and ideals
and the endeavour to realize them. Love individualizes the
lover as well as the beloved. The effort to realize the most
unique individuality individualizes the seeker and implies
the individuality of the sought, for nothing else would
satisfy the nature of the seeker.31

According to Iqbāl, it is this faculty of ‘Faith’ or ‘Love’ (‘Ishq) that
distinguishes man from other beings. ‘Ishq’, he thinks, is a source of
knowledge and a creative force and it is only ‘Ishq which is capable
of knowing real-time and participating in the creative activity of his
Master (Allah).Iqbāl maintains that the Ego is the seat of ‘Ishq and
is ontologically prior to space and time. He describes the connection
between ‘Love’ and the Ego in his Asrār-i-Khūdī (The Secrets of the
Self) as follows:

The luminous point whose name is the self

Is the life-spark beneath our dust.

By love, it is made more lasting,

More living, more burning, more glowing.

Transmute thy handful of earth into gold,

Kiss the threshold of a Perfect Man.

From the wine of Love, spring many spiritual qualities:

31 Nicholson, R.A., op.cit., pp. XXV-VI.
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Amongst the attributes of Love is blind devotion.

Be a lover constant in devotion to the beloved,

That thou mayst cast they noose and capture God.32

Iqbāl has given a more comprehensive expression of Love in his
JāwidNāmah(The Pilgrimage of Eternity), pointing out that with its
help man transcends worldly space and time and reaches the
metaphysical world. In the following lines of the Asrār and Jāwid
Nāmah, Iqbāl presents beautiful similes about love:

Love dwells within the soul as sight doth in the eye,

Within and yet without: ‘it’s both the fire
That flames and ashes cold.‘Tis greater than

One’s knowledge and one’s faith. The final plea
Is love, and both the worlds are love’s empire.

Love doth transcend both time and space, and yet

The far, the nigh, the future and the past

Proceed from Love. When love the ego seeks

From God, it sways the world, establishes

The place of heart and breaks the ancient spell

Of this old idol-house. The lover gives

His self to God surrenders everything for Him

Art thou an‘Āshiq? Art thou one such?

32Dīwān-i-Iqbāl Lāhorī, op.cit., pp.93-5, (tr. R.A.Nicholson,pp.28-36).
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Transcend the bounds of space, be free from death.’33

Thus, according to Iqbāl man does not die with the death of his
body. He remains alive forever because his ‘self’ is strengthened by
‘Ishq’:34

‘When the self is made strong by Love
Its power rules the whole world.’ …

‘He fears the self;
He fears not death, because it is to him

An instant mere’.
Before concluding this part, it is necessary to present five main
characteristics of Intuition (‘Ishq or love) as described by Iqbāl in
his Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islām. According to him,
Intuition (Love) or mystical experience has five characteristics:
First, it is immediate because one comes directly in contact with
Reality without the mediation of sense or reason. Secondly, Intuition
is an unanalysable whole in which the ordinary distinction of subject
and object does not exist. Thirdly, the mystic in his experience
comes into contact with the whole of Reality in contrast to the
ordinary intellectual experience wherein one only grasps a part of
reality at a time. Fourthly, the Intuitive experience or the state of
‘Love’ is incommunicable. The fifth and the last characteristic of
mystical experience is that because of his contact with the Eternal,
the mystic feels that time is unreal. In this connection, it is necessary
to point out that this state of ‘unreality of time’, according to Iqbāl,
does not mean a break with the normal level of experience, for the
mystic returns to normal consciousness after the mystical experience
passes away. As mentioned earlier, Iqbāl repeatedly underlines the
point that the intuitive level of experience is a development of the
normal level of experience and is not a break with it and that
Intuition is the higher form of intellect.35

33Ibid.,p.321, (tr. Sh. Muhmud Ahmad,op.cit.,, pp.15-6).
34Ibid., pp.97 & 408, (tr.  R.A.Nicholson, p.43 and Sh. Muhmud Ahmad,p.175).
35Iqbāl, M., The Reconstruction,op.cit, pp. 18-23.
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PART III: CONCLUDING REMARKS

Rūmī and Iqbāl’s have analysed their conception of love according
to their own understanding and temperament and their treatment
towards it has several similarities. For both, the humanist values are
significant, and it is ‘Love’ that plays a pivotalrole nourishing them
in life. Therefore, their views on ‘Love’ need to be urgently
revisited, restudied, reanalyzed, recaptured and incorporated in life’s
onward struggle towards peace, goodwill, tolerance, and
understanding in today’s world of intolerance, opportunism,
terrorism, injustice, and human exploitation on the political or
religious grounds across  the East and the West.

In fact, Rūmī’s impact on philosophy, literature, mysticism,
and culture, has been so deep throughout Central Asia and most of
the Islāmic countries that almost all religious scholars, mystics,
philosophers, moralists, sociologists and epistemologists have been
referring for the last seven centuries. Most difficult problems in
these areas seem to get simplified in light of his references. His
Şūfīsm of ‘Ishq or Love seems to have inspired most of the
intellectuals in Central Asian, West Asian, South Asian, South and
Eastern European, and North African countries. Scholars, like Iqbāl,
have further developed Rūmī's concepts. The Maṯhnawī became
known as the Qur’ān in the Pahlavi (Persian) language. He is one of
the few intellectuals and mystics whose views have so profoundly
impacted the world-view and value-system of the modern and the
Islāmic World.

Rūmī’s inclusivistic vision, his transideological perspicuity,
transcultural, tolerance and universal orientation of mind based on
his philosophy of ‘Love’ is being increasingly recognized providing
a social, political, economic, ethical and cultural framework for
commitment to basic or intrinsic human values and standards. His
vision is an antidote to theological exclusivism and cultural
monolithicism. In view of the same, Rūmī is being celebrated in
contemporary world-situation. Highlighting the great Sufi-poet’s
relevance to our times and claims, Khurram Ali Shafique writes that
the significance of Rūmī for our age is that he not only provides
foundations for a holistic worldview in order to discover the
inherent unity between the world within us and the world outside –
the microcosm and macrocosm – but he also offers a complete
system for acquiring that perfect balance between the two in order to
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arrive at what bee aptly described by one of the greatest statement of
our times as “ peace within and peace without”.36

Sir Muhammad Iqbāl, who has self professedly acknowledge
Rūmī as his Spiritual Master, is also being internationally
recognized as a horizontal and liberal Muslim visionary. His poetic
achievements and philosophical accomplishment have galvanized
modern Islāmic world into a deep socio-political transformative
mode. His reinterpretations or reconstructions, in prose as well in
poetry, have radically reoriented Muslim mind to an appropriation
of humanist values such as inter-religious or spiritual fellowship,
compassion, universal brotherhood,and philosophy of ‘Love’, and
so on. This vision, equipped with ‘Love’, has especially been most
powerfully and most brilliantly articulated through his Urdu and
Persian poetry.

The‘Love’ basedvision and mission of these outstanding
Muslim poet-philosophers needs to be reinternalized and
reappropriated by the contemporary Muslim mind. Only such a
reappropriation can serve as an effective antidote against huge
misunderstanding and confusion cultivated by the large section of
Muslim Ummah. The humanist values of MawlānāRūmī and
AllāmahIqbāl emanating from Islāmic weltanschauung merit most
serious consideration from contemporary and upcoming Muslim
intellectual leaders. Their spiritual and humanistic vision and
mission must be reappropriated and reoriented amongst the peoples
of Faith and Love for the better understanding of Islāmic thought
and practice to serve humankind at large. It is a deep spiritual
‘Love’ that unites human beings and sparks inner strength to work
intrinsically with sincerity and honesty for the betterment of
humanity.

***

36Shafique, K. Ali,“Rūmī’s Relevance to Our Times” in Muhammad Suheyl Umar’s (ed.)
Iqbāl Review,(Iqbāl Academy Pakistan, Lahore,Vol.48,No.4,Oct.2007),p.1.


